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The Milky Way Comes from Hydrogen Fusion Big Bang
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We know that humans have created the atomic bomb and hydrogen
bomb, the atomic bomb need high purity of uranium 235, in contrast,
uranium 238 cannot be used to make an atomic bomb. The most
important is not how much internal nucleon number of the nucleus,
but the internal structure of stability, with nuclear structure consisting
of four nucleuses is a special stability, but instead of two stable nuclear
group together to become unstable nuclear structure, and four nuclear
group of nuclear structure also has the very high stability [1]. From
the nucleus losses mass in the picture can be seen that the most stable
elements is in the near 64 and iron.
The hydrogen bomb is much more energy than the atom bomb, but
without the atom bomb, the hydrogen bomb wouldn't explode anyway.
In short, wood carbon is burned, but it is hard to burn without a light
fire.
Today, mankind has created the atomic bomb and hydrogen bomb
today, we can put two problems: make an atomic bomb from uranium
is how form? If there is only one kind element of hydrogen in the world,
how do you make hydrogen fusion?
The atomic bomb and uranium element on earth existence has
been the fact that can't deny, the earth is a planet in the solar system,
the orbits of planets in the solar system exist the systematic rule, as a
result, the earth was produced during the formation of the solar system,
not from outside the solar system.
In the process of the formation of the solar system, a large number
of objects into the center of the solar system, planets have attracted a
large number of objects, so, from the composition of the material, the
planets and the sun is no big difference [2]. Uranium is found even
small planet earth, in the condition of the earth can't spontaneous
formation of uranium, the uranium element existing on earth, also
can't deny the sun have uranium.
From the elements, the stability of the helium 4 is very stable,
oxygen 16 is also stable, and near iron elements of the system is stable
elements, so that the heavy nuclear fission will become to the near
iron elements, light nuclear fusion becomes to the near iron elements,
whether in the fusion and fission produces a lot of energy, hot enough
to melt all matters.

According to fluid dynamics, the high density matters sinking, low
density matters floating, low melting point matters melt [3]. In this
way, in the original state of high temperature, high density and high
melting point material formed the center of the sun, the gas matter is
leaved from the sun by radiation energy, low temperature gas matters
cooling effect on the planet, in this way, small celestial bodies are more
likely to cooling and solidification and become solid.
Small objects are attracted to large bodies by large objects, thus
forming a systematic structure of the distribution of celestial bodies:
from the object as a whole, center high density, outer low density, due
to the small bodies attracted to large objects fall into large objects, so
the big objects the local existence of dense material.
The earth's early days were fireballs, and the earth's atmosphere and
water were mostly from the sun.
Exists on the sun and the earth almost matter, as a result, people
in the understanding of the sun out of the question, the sun is not
composed of hydrogen and hydrogen is found in most of the material
in the solar atmosphere, the core inside the sun is large number of high
density of elements, the nuclear reaction on the sun is heavy nuclear
fission, the sun overall density is similar to the overall density of the
earth, as a result, human underestimated the density of the sun.
If the original sun is composed of hydrogen, just the mass of the
sun can't make hydrogen fusion reaction, for hydrogen nuclear fusion
mass are 228279339125 solar masses, namely the mass of the galaxy.
The Milky Way come from hydrogen fusion big bang, the sun is just
one of many stars in the Milky Way, and not too close to the center of
the Milky Way, the earth also can't stand too close to the sun, otherwise,
there would be no life on earth.
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